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October 2011
Welcome to the 13th issue of this newsletter. Thanks to those who contributed material and photos, we have an extra four pages in this issue,
the first printed by a commercial printer. Appropriately enough, this
firm, print-me-it, is based in the north-east.
I must thank Marcus, who edited the newsletter for the last two years
and who ran his printer to the point of exhaustion so we could have
printed copies at no cost to the Trust. Now, however, the membership
(and newsletter) has grown to the point where it is no longer possible to
use an ordinary domestic printer.
I have taken on the role of editor to give Marcus more time with practical restoration work—his joinery skills are much better than mine! If you
have any material or photos for the newsletter, please send them to me
at the address opposite. (General Trust correspondence should go to
Dave Cullingworth).
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Embsay shop discount
Trust members are now entitled to a 10% discount on their purchases
from the station shop at Embsay. This includes the bookshop, which has
an extensive collection…
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Chairman’s notes
Stephen Middleton
As we get deeper in to the project we discover challenges and unforeseen problems that risk a successful outcome. Our main quoted contractor, following takeover, proved unwilling to do the job. The underframe,
so perfect in dimension and bogies, has suffered dreadfully from corrosion. The doors, seemingly complete, required more work than we anticipated. However, we have a strong team and one by one the challenges
are being met and overcome. The secret appears to be positive and constructive thinking and generous goodwill from our backers. We now have
a team able to fit the engine and controls in Spring, the underframe is
being repaired as I write this piece and all the doors are stronger now
than they have been in decades.
We have kept PRISM and HLF informed of challenges and progress and
both bodies remain tremendously supportive. We now have just four
and a half years to complete the two car project. Thank you, everyone,
for making this ambitious target possible.

These girders should be half an inch thick—in some places they had
rusted away to nothing. (Stephen Middleton)
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Engineering Progress Report
Stephen Hoather
At the time of my last report in June, we were about to lift the underframe off its bogies at Embsay to check for corrosion and fit the motor
bogie. Our worst fears were confirmed when we found that the bottom
flanges of the cross members which support the bogies were very badly
corroded, which seriously weakened these key members. We therefore
decided to renew completely the two cross members at both ends, together with the headstock at the end with the incorrect buffers, since
this was also bent, corroded and had a number of extra holes which
would not be needed when the correct buffers were refitted.
The underframe is of riveted construction, so removal of the corroded
members was not a problem. Since we have the correct drawing which I
had located at the NRM,
we knew the size of the
steel sections needed but
these are in imperial
measures and no longer
available. It is essential to
retain the original vertical
depth both to permit a
level floor and to enable
the bogies to be mounted
at the correct height. In
order to achieve this, it
has been necessary to machine some H sections to a
* section, then machine
the top and bottom of the
* to give the correct
height, whilst retaining
The solution... adequate strength. This
work is being done by Bryn
(John Marrow)
Engineering who have a
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workshop at Embsay and when it is complete we will be able to fit the 6”
wooden headstock extensions at each end, the motor bogie and the correct buffers at the engine end (the trailer end already has them). This is
scheduled to be done by the middle of October. Meanwhile, design work
is continuing on the additions to the underframe, which will be necessary to support the body and alternator set.
Our Brakes Engineer has calculated the brake force required, for which
we need a 10” cylinder at the trailer end, and a 12” cylinder at the heavier motor end. 10” cylinders are fitted to Mark 2 coaches, and by a stroke
of luck a coach which had lain derelict at Neville Hill for over 10 years
was eventually moved to Leeds Freightliner terminal at the end of July
for transhipping to a lorry to go to Booth’s scrapyard at Rotherham. I visited Booth’s soon afterwards and agreed the items we want, but at the
time of writing (mid Sept) the coach has not yet been cut up as the yard
is concentrating on LUL Amersham stock. 12” cylinders were fitted to SR
EMU trailers built up to about 1963, and are also on loco hauled Post
Office Sorting vans. We have a number of “irons in the fire” to obtain
one, but if anyone knows of a 12” cylinder readily available to purchase,
please let me know.
As well as housing the brake cylinders, rigging, reservoirs etc., the underframe will have a battery box and traction equipment cases for contactors, battery charge transformer etc. Space is going to be very limited
and to facilitate detail design we decided to engage an expert to produce
a modern CAD (Computer Aided Design) drawing of the underframe. As
well as showing all the existing bolt holes etc., the output from this can
be fed directly into the design and manufacture of the strengthening
members which will be needed. This drawing work is now in hand and
should be finished towards the end of September. In the meantime,
Dave Moore is looking at various designs of LNER battery box and their
mountings with a view to making the underframe cases look typical for
the period. Interestingly, our underframe still has the mounting points
for a battery box, as well as a platform for the air brake cylinder, as it
was originally dual braked for East Coast Joint Stock use.
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At the beginning of July, Stephen M, Marcus and I met Mike Holmes,
who is Head of Rail Vehicles at the Office of Rail Regulation. This section
of ORR has replaced the former HMRI, but new vehicles are no longer
formally “approved”. ORR does, however, oversee and audit the approval process, which is defined in the ROGTS regulations, and depends on
self-certification with independent verification by Competent Persons.
Although we had planned from the outset for particular safety critical
areas of the design and installation to be independently checked, we had
not appreciated the need for an overall review, which must be carried
out by an Independent Competent Person (ICP) as defined in the Regulations, for which there is a training course sponsored by ORR and the Heritage Railway Association. The meeting was constructive and very useful
in helping to identify areas which may be of concern-I don’t think any of
us had thought of the risk of people trapping their fingers if passengers
are allowed to tip over the tramcar style seats!
Soon after this meeting, and as a result of the last newsletter, a member
of the Society who lives in Wiltshire contacted us to say he had successfully completed the ORR/HRA ICP course, and offering his services. John
Payne is an active volunteer on the Avon Valley Railway, and I travelled
to Bath one day in August to meet him and discuss his role in the approval process — at the same time visiting the Avon Valley Railway which I
had not done before. John is at present seeking Professional Indemnity
Insurance, which is an essential pre-requisite, before coming up to Yorkshire to see the project. Distance is not a significant problem for this
role, since most of the work will be by e-mail exchange of documents,
but the fact that John has passed the ICP course will add credibility to
our Safety File when it is completed.
Cummins have advised us that our engine is due for delivery from their
engine plant at Darlington to Wellingborough, where the alternators will
be fitted, on 10 November. We have not yet placed the formal order for
the alternator set pending resolution of some (mainly electrical) design
issues, but expect to do so shortly. This date is much later than we had
originally planned, but as the work on the underframe was not expected,
this delay is not a problem.
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Roof repairs
Work and photography by Alan Chandler
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Inside the passenger saloon, the new boards were carefully colourmatched with the originals. Below, a general view of the roof, cleaned
of detritus and awaiting canvassing.
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Recovering Spares from Aberdeenshire
Dave Cullingworth

Peter Lund, Jim Kay, Andy Furness, John Sutcliffe, Dave Cullingworth.
During early August an intrepid crew of five set off for the far north to
visit sites of carriage bodies to survey and recover parts. This has become a fairly regular trip for the LNER Coach Association and other likeminded coach restoration groups. Quainton Road first visited in the early
1980s and started recording sites from information of bodies despatched
from Inverurie Works. There were at that time literally hundreds of carriages, vans, horse boxes scattered around the area in all directions from
Inverurie, particularly in the lower lying farming areas to the north and
east towards Peterhead and Fraserburgh. The sale of bodies by an enterprising manager at Inverurie Works is well documented and has been of
great benefit to the railway preservation movement. There is a great variety of railway companies whose vehicles are represented and this highlights the fact that Scotland tended to have older stock cascaded to it.
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Over the years there has been stock from the following companies:
GNoSR, NBR, HR, NER, Midland, CLC, H&B, ECJS, GNR, LNER, LMS and
even GN&NE.
There were several objectives for this year’s trip: we had two new sites
to visit, with a Gresley Dia 115 Corridor Third and a Gresley Restaurant
Car. We hoped these could provide spares for the LNERCA and Peter
Lund’s Gresley carriages at Llangollen. There were a couple of LNER
horse boxes to survey and photograph for the Pickering Wagon Group as
they are after a new challenge. The final objective and more relevant to
the Autocar Trust was to survey up to three NER brake vehicles that may
have luggage doors to supply the missing handles and latch mechanisms
that are missing from 3170.
From the Vintage Carriages Trust web site we found two NER 5 compartment brake thirds that appeared to be very similar, possibly Diagram
133 of 1908. On Wednesday 3rd August the first one of these visited was
at Cornhill, south of Portsoy, and was found to have been heavily robbed
of spares. Since the picture had been posted on the VCT site someone
had been and removed all the doors and there was not much else on the
body of use.
The next site, at Nether Lenchie, was allegedly a NER full brake but when
we arrived we realised that in fact it was a LNWR BG! Under the layers of
paint on one side we could make out a red cross and so it appears that
this carriage had at some point been part of an ambulance train. Since
the body did have luggage doors with handles and locking bolt we decided to remove a set of those in case they could be modified for use in
3170. The farmer was friendly and did not want anything for the bits we
took. Although not North Eastern and in very poor condition this body
would have had an interesting history to tell.
The following door we had a final NER to visit near Pitmeddon. This
coach was found but was partially obscured by a ramshackle lean to on a
roadside farm. The farm house was not occupied although the farm
buildings around were still used. We went to the house at the opposite
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side of the road where we found the owner and he was happy for us to
take anything we wanted as it was going to a good cause. The 5 compartment brake thirds had luggage doors at the van end on both sides. On
the side that was visible both doors were missing and partially board
with an old gate. I peered through the gap in the side above the gate and
looked at the opposite side of the carriage – bingo! Both doors present
and had all the fittings we needed. I set about removing the fittings
whilst the others recovered other components including blinds, lights
and door fittings. As the bar through the door that connects the internal
rod and handle with the external brass handle was made of steel and
rusted up, the only way to extricate it was to cut through the door pillar.
Eventually it was all freed up and removed, with the only bit that was
missing being the locating ring for the lower rod. The bottom of the door
was rotten and this had obviously gone many years ago. It should also be
noted that the floor was so rotten that it had actually turned to compost!
We decided to remove the other door in one piece and bring it back with
us – it has useful bits on it.
So a successful trip and enjoyed by all!

Your Autocar needs You …. for the fundraiser at Bolton Abbey
Thankyou to all the members and supporters who have donated items
for us to sell—much appreciated and it gives us an interesting range of
things to sell. We now need some volunteers to man this at busy times
such as weekends and Bank Holidays. The fundraiser is a very useful
source of income, new members and publicity.
Staffing this is a useful way some of our less physically active members
can really help the Trust. The fundraiser is not just for the restoration
period, when the autocar and coach are operational, we will still need
finance for ongoing maintenance.
So if you can help, please speak to Stephen Middleton.
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Building the Medley Autocar: completing construction
Richard Marsden
In this article, I add the under floor details, seats and add a motor to the
power bogie.

The floor section of the kit consists of a piece of copper sheet. This
stretches from the front bogie pivot all the way to the rear cab, and is
held in place by the two bogie screws. Provision is provided for some under-floor details in the form of the battery box castings, truss stanchions
castings, and parts to fabricate a fuel tank. These may seem fairly basic,
but remember that most under-floor details are invisible or barely visible
in normal running. The castings can be attached with low melt solder.
Care should to be taken to ensure the battery boxes are parallel to the
floor and the stanchions are perpendicular. The fuel tank consists of a
piece of copper pipe. Scrap nickel-silver (or brass) should be used to cre13

ate “loaf shaped” ends. The two ends should ideally be held together for
cutting and filing, to ensure they are symmetrical.
The kit does not come with any interior detail. The tram-style “flip” seats
came from Terry Russell Trams ( http://www.terryrusselltrams.co.uk ).
These seemed a little small compared to the people I had available, so I
have mounted them on styrene risers. Seats castings, risers, and copper
floor are all attached together with a 24 hour epoxy.
The copper floor will develop a significant bow with all of this weight.
Adding the trussing brass rod helps, but the end joints are not strong
enough. I experimented with various attempts to support the floor from
the ‘ledge’ inside the solebars, but with little success. The final solution
was to solder a length of 1/8” brass ‘box girder’ along the centre of the
floor underside. This will be hidden by the solebars when the railcar is
assembled.
The powered bogie is constructed in the same manner as the unpowered bogie but it is powered with an ABC Gears ‘Traction Motor’ (http://
www.abcgear.talktalk.net/html/traction_motors.html ). These ‘motors’
are actually axle mounted gearbox / motor assemblies and include one
wheel pickup. Two small slits have to be cut into the lower bogie frame
to make this fit in a horizontal orientation. One traction motor is sufficient for the railcar – ABC recommend multiple traction motors for diesel
locomotives and larger multiple units. Although I purchased additional
ABC plunger pickups, I chose to create phosphor bronze pickups and
attached these to the three unpowered axles. These pickups were soldered to pieces of copper clad PCB which were mounted inboard of the
upper bogie frame (i.e. in-line with the tops of the wheels). Header plugs
and sockets were attached to the wires, and suitable holes cut into the
copper floor. Although the entire ensemble has been tested with a temporary harness, eventually a DCC module and lighting will be mounted in
the interior.
Roofing details have also been added since the last newsletter. I have
chosen to fit the “upper clerestory” but not the exhaust silencer. I could
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not work out how the silencer exhaust fitted with the top of the clerestory. Removing the exhaust solves this problem, although it limits the model to a short period in its operational life.
Torpedo vent castings have also been fitted. An additional hole has to be
drilled if the exhaust is not being fitted. I did not like the vent castings
supplied with the kit, so I looked for alternatives. I first tried some from
Gladiator Models, but these were too small and low profile. They appear
to be designed for use on elliptical roofed stock. I eventually sourced
some from Parkside Dundas (stock #PS60 contains 12 torpedo ventilators of suitable proportions).
The photographs show the complete (but dis-assembled) railcar. The only parts that need to be attached are the driver controls (also from Terry
Russell Trams), Wolsley engine, additional bulkhead, lamps, glazing, and
people. These will all be added after painting.

Incentives
The incentive scheme we instigated to encourage donations has been a
mixed bag. Donations came, publicity resulted but there has been little
take up of what’s on offer. We have accordingly decided to close the
scheme. However, if your donation qualified for an incentive and you
wish to take advantage of it, please let me, Stephen Middleton, know
and I will sort it out. Thank you very much for your continuing support.

New members
Welcome to Mr G Wilson of Harrogate, Mr P Dealtry of Garforth,
Mr J Clarke of Reading, Mr R Sowerby of Cottingham and Mr P Brumby of
Skidby.

New book
As we closed for press, Halsgrove published a new title, “Railmotor”,
which is about the GW steam railmotor but includes sections on the NER
autocars and No.3170’s restoration.
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Staining the window frames. (Simon Gott)
The engine room roof—proof of our perseverance! (Alan Chandler)
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